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Other Asian countries sell Marine CBs such as the Ranger Sea Eagle 6900 AM/FM/SSB transceiver with 24.265 MHz - 29.655 MHz coverage, the the Ranger Super Star 2400 AM/FM marine CB mobile radio with 26.065 MHz - 28.755 MHz frequency coverage and
numerous others sold explicitly as marine radios vs. 10 meter amateur radios or CB radios. Information regarding a Vietnam specific band plan of 26.065 MHz - 28.755 MHz has also been found. 26.065-28.755 MHz AM/FM/SSB 6 bands of 40 channels in 10 kHz
steps for a total of 240 channels (or 270 channels of the +10 kHz switch is used for the A channels = 45 channels per band). Another option, for instance the Nexio FX891 AM/FM/SSB marine CB mobile radio for 12 channels up to 22 meters out of the box. The

frequencies bands covered for the marine CB receivers are 10 kHz steps with approximately 40 channels. Available worldwide, many Mexican harbor areas have recently installed an AM/FM/SSB fishery radio that can be added on. In South Asia, the DIGIMAX DVB-
T signal meter scanner Pro V1 is a popular choice for marine CB radio equipment. The DIGIMAX DVB-T signal meter scanner Pro V1 is made up of a marine CB receiver, a 9 volt alkaline battery, a scanner stick and an LCD display. It has an operating range of from

100 meters to 5 kilometers and the range of coverage is from four channels for a frequency of 60 kHz to 20 channels for a frequency of 20 kHz. It can be used for ship to ship distance communication and fishery communication, and it has a serial port and
rechargeable battery. Available worldwide. Other Asian countries sell Marine CBs such as the Ranger Sea Eagle 6900 AM/FM/SSB transceiver with 24.265 MHz - 29.655 MHz coverage, the the Ranger Super Star 2400 AM/FM marine CB mobile radio with 26.065
MHz - 28.755 MHz frequency coverage and numerous others sold explicitly as marine radios vs. 10 meter amateur radios or CB radios. Information regarding a Vietnam specific band plan of 26.065 MHz - 28.755 MHz has also been found. 26.065-28.755 MHz

AM/FM/SSB 6 bands of 40 channels in 10 kHz steps for a total of 240 channels (or 270 channels of the +10 kHz switch is used for the A channels = 45 channels per band).
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